
measures that disproportionately favor women. Our re-
quest was only that employers and granting agencies
consider using metrics that provide equal opportunity
for men and women alike, particularly while the underly-
ing issues for the under-representation of women in science
are addressed.
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Why are Red List species no
to Winter et al.
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Winter et al. [1], Rosauer and Mooers [2] and Winter et al.
[3] discuss the importance of evolutionary diversity, and
highlight its limited role in practical nature conservation.
We suggest that the International Union for Conservation
of Nature (IUCN) Red List, which is by far the largest and
most comprehensive assessment of conservation status,
actually acerbates the problem.

The issue of ‘taxonomic inflation’ is now well known,
where genetic diversity measures, often linked with
phylogenetic species concepts, lead to a greater number
of recognized species [4]. Such species splitting ‘could be
detrimental to conservation’ if threatened species are
incorrectly split [5]. A likely wider problem would be if
splitting led to many ‘endangered species’ showing ex-
tremely limited genetic distinction from other related
species within which they had previously been consid-
ered. Indeed, Sindaco and Jeremčenko [6] note that
‘Many conservation biologists prefer to raise all isolated
populations to specific rank, so that each ‘species’ receive
more attention (and funds) from institutions’.

An example of this is the Critically Endangered terres-
trial reptile fauna from the Mediterranean region. Of the
13 on the IUCN list, there are no genetic data for three of
them. Of the remainder, eight out of ten show minimal or
very low separation from their sister taxa, less than half
of the level of divergence typically identified between
reptile species when estimated using the cytochrome b
gene (average 13.6% [7]). A ninth species, the Be’er Sheva
fringe-fingered lizard Acanthodactylus beershebensis
Corresponding author: Harris, D.J. (james@cibio.up.pt).
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(Critically Endangered) is a distinct lineage, but is embed-
ded within a paraphyletic lineage, Acanthodactylus
pardalis, a species of Least Concern [8]. Thus, the giant
lizard Gallotia simonyi, which is endemic to the El Hierro
Island in the Canary Archipelago, is the only species
known to be genetically distinct at a level typical of other
species out of the 13 on the Critically Endangered list [9].

It might be argued that this is an exception, but it
appears to be the norm. Böhm et al. [10] presented the
first ever global extinction risk for reptiles, based on a
random representation of 1500 species. We compared all
the available species that were categorized as Critically
Endangered from this list, and for which cytochrome b
sequences (the most widely sequenced gene across reptiles)
were available (nine in total). The average divergence for
this group compared with their sister taxa was 5.9%. For
Endangered species, it was 8.3%. Clearly, endangered
species, particularly Critically Endangered ones, are much
less evolutionarily distinct on average than those of lower
conservation concern.

Another global conservation initiative is the one
proposed by Evolutionarily Distinct and Globally
Endangered (EDGE), an enterprise that highlights and
protects threatened species that represent a unique evo-
lutionary history. We suggest that the IUCN needs to
consider incorporating evolutionary distinctiveness into
their assessments in such a fashion, perhaps by adding a
category of evolutionary uniqueness so that species could
be labeled, for instance, as CR1 for Critically Endangered
and highly distinct, which would have higher conserva-
tion priority than CR10 (Critically Endangered but not
321
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genetically divergent). Such a simple but practical mea-
sure could bring evolutionary diversity firmly into conser-
vation assessments.
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Nurturing the use of evolutionary diversity in nature
conservation
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Winter et al. [1] have started an important conversation
about why evolutionary diversity (ED) is so little used in
practical nature conservation. We focus on three issues
from their commentary. (i) Does ED matter for conserva-
tion? (ii) If so, how should we quantify it? (iii) Depending on
the answers to the first two, what can be done to increase
ED use?

Winter et al. conclude that ED is too weak a correlate of
functional diversity or evolutionary potential, and that its
best use is as a surrogate for rarity and conservation
status. This correlational argument is common (we have
made it ourselves) but it is also false. ED need not be a
surrogate for other metrics of biodiversity because it is a
fundamental measure of biodiversity. It is certainly a
better measure than unranked species richness. The origi-
nal line of argument [2], for example, that echidnas are a
more valuable part of biodiversity than any single rodent
species, retains its power. We are dismayed and surprised
that this facet of ED is dismissed with no analysis at all by
Winter et al.

The human utility of biodiversity is of course central to
its conservation, and evidence relating ED to ecosystem
functions such as productivity [3] and stability [4] is grow-
ing. However, by rejecting the intrinsic value of biodiver-
sity as a rationale for conservation, the position of Winter
et al. would also make much species-level conservation
hard to justify. Should we only protect ‘useful’ biodiversity
(e.g., through a Useful Endangered Species Act)? In an era
of triage, difficult decisions are being made, and we know
 Biology, Australian National University, Canberra,

 University Drive, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 1S6

that inclusion of ED could make a substantial difference to
the outcome for biodiversity [5], suggesting that it should
be considered as one among many criteria. If so, then how
should we measure it?

There are many ED metrics, and we agree with Winter
et al. that synthesis and guidelines are overdue. However,
a clear basic goal of conserving ED should guide our path
through the jungle of metrics. One need only look to
systematics for an analogy: because the goal of inferring
the relationships and timing of common ancestry is clear,
the contentious and bewildering sets of methods for phy-
logenetic inference do not override the utility and influence
of the final product.

For ED conservation, a clear and unfettered principle is
possible: the diversity of life can be understood in terms of
evolutionary lineages rather than just fixed taxonomic
units, and we can quantify this diversity (or its loss) in
terms of the branch lengths (generally representing time)
on a phylogeny that estimates ancestral relationships [6].
The goal of protecting this diversity is thus advanced not by
identifying assemblages with the greatest local ED, or a
particular community phylogenetic structure (e.g., metrics
in [7]), or even in targeting rare species per se as Winter
et al. suggest, but in prioritizing those species, areas, or
actions that are likely to best enhance the persistence of
the diversity of the Tree of Life.

Use of ED in practical conservation has likely been
limited by the extended laboratory work previously need-
ed to generate robust phylogenies of appropriate scale;
by the lack of easy-to-use software; and, importantly,
by too few clear and practical guidelines. We can be
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